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Public Interest Groups Say Court Decision Undercuts 
Meat Safety, Demand U.S. Actions to Protect Food Supply

A federal court decision has severely undercut government’s ability to regulate Salmonella and other
pathogens in raw meat and poultry, leaving the Agriculture Department with very little authority to set
limits on disease-causing organisms in meat and poultry products, a coalition of seven public interest
groups said today. 

The groups called on Congress and the Bush Administration to take a series of steps to protect the
food supply in the wake of the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals decision in Supreme Beef Processors v.
U.S. Department of Agriculture.

The case involves a Texas meat processor that repeatedly failed government tests for the presence of
Salmonella in its ground beef, much of which was sold for use in schools. The plant sued to stay open
after the Agriculture Department withdrew government inspectors, effectively shutting it down. The
courts have sided with the plant, saying USDA lacks legal authority to close grinding plants based on
Salmonella tests.

The public interest groups, most of them members of the Safe Food Coalition, say the latest court
decision in the case strips out most of USDA’s power to protect the public from food poisoning
bacteria in raw meat and poultry, increases the risk of food poisoning, and jeopardizes public
confidence in the safety of the food supply. 

Decision Goes Beyond Denying Authority to Shut Down Plants

The decision, the groups said in a statement, goes “far beyond” simply denying USDA’s authority to
shut down ground beef plants that fail Salmonella tests. “The Court says USDA has no authority...to
control Salmonella and other similar pathogens in any raw meat or poultry product,” they said. 

“The American people must understand that their ground beef is likely to be less safe than a decade
ago,” said former assistant secretary of agriculture Carol Tucker Foreman, who now heads food policy
at the Consumer Federation of America. “The Supreme Beef case blew a huge whole in public health
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protection. The Department of Agriculture is trying to treat a fatal wound by slapping on a few Band-
Aids.” 

Salmonella sickens tens of thousands of people a year and kills 500 to 1,000, according to estimates
from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals decision,
however, says the presence of Salmonella doesn’t necessarily make meat unsafe “because normal
cooking practices for meat and poultry destroy the Salmonella organism.” The decision quotes an
earlier court decision saying,  “American housewives and cooks are not stupid and their methods of
preparing and cooking food do not ordinarily result in Salmonellosis.” 

The statement from the public interest groups notes that such comments ignore two key facts: much
food poisoning is caused when raw meat contacts and contaminates other foods, such as raw
vegetables, and nearly half of all meals are now purchased in carry-outs or eaten in restaurants, where
consumers have no control over food preparation. 

“The Fifth Circuit has ruled that the 1967 Federal Meat Inspection Act requires the federal government
to put the USDA seal of approval on products that are rife with disease-causing organisms,” the groups
said. 

“The Supreme Beef decision presents the Administration and Congress with a choice,” the groups
added. “They must determine whether to side with the least responsible meat and poultry
companies...telling the public that, when it comes to eating meat and poultry, it’s buyer beware. (Or)
they can accept and act on their obligation to protect public health.” 

Specifically, the groups asked Congress to:

! rewrite the federal meat inspection act to protect the public by providing clear government authority
to test for Salmonella and other pathogens and to shut down plants that consistently fail to meet
minimum pathogen standards. 

! provide extra funds for more federal plant inspectors to oversee beef grinding, increase Salmonella
testing, and reassess meat and poultry safety inspection plans. 

The groups asked the Bush Administration to support these legislative efforts and to take a series of
additional steps, including:
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! Assuring that grinding plants are producing clean, safe meat and poultry by, among other things,
requiring suppliers to certify that their products are relatively free of pathogens, and applying
antimicrobial treatments to all trimmings coming into their plants. 

! Continuing to test for Salmonella in all meat and poultry plants and withdrawing inspectors from
those plants that USDA says agree are unaffected by the court decision if they repeatedly fail
Salmonella tests. 

! Making public though the internet and news releases the names and addresses of plants that
repeatedly fail Salmonella tests and from which inspectors cannot be withdrawn. 

! Reassessing and approving in advance all plants’ HACCP—or safety inspection—plans to assure
they are producing clean, safe products. 

The groups urged the Administration to announce these actions within 30 days, since January marks
both the 9th anniversary of the Jack-in-the-Box E. coli outbreak on the West Coast and the 5th

anniversary of the implementation of the new meat and poultry inspection system, formally known as
Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points. 

Joining the public interest groups at a news conference outside the Capitol were former Agriculture
Secretary Dan Glickman and Senators Richard Durbin (D.-Ill.) and Tom Harkin (I-Iowa). 

In addition to the Consumer Federation of America, the groups signing the joint statement were the
Center for Science in the Public Interest, S.T.O.P., the National Consumers League, Public Citizen,
Consumers Union, and the American Public Health Association. S.T.O.P., or Safe Tables Our Priority,
is a food-borne illness victims’ group. Most of the groups have supported the government’s new meat
and poultry inspection program with the understanding that microbial testing for pathogens would be a
key part of the program. 

The Safe Food Coalition is a group of consumer, public health, senior citizen and labor organizations
that have worked together since 1986 to improve public health and reduce food-borne illness by
reforming the nation's food safety system. The coalition is coordinated by the Consumer Federation of
America. 
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